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Questions for SWELP from Charmian Spickernell, CPRE 

For 20 September 2017 

 

Question One 

The changes to the SWLEP website are welcomed, but is the item on the LGF under 

"programmes" up to date? 

Response 

The changes to the SWLEP website are part of a wider development of our digital output and we 

appreciate your positive comment.  With regard to the Local Growth Fund (LGF) content, we have 

reviewed it following your question and can confirm it provides an accurate summary.  The detail is 

always in the highlight reports included in our Board papers. 

 

Question TWO 

Once a project has been chosen for Local Growth Funding or is retained to the DfT, is it 

considered that the time for consultation is passed? 

 

Response 

Once selected for local growth funding or as part of a scheme retained by the Department for 

Transport for its funding programme, a project then needs the approval by the SWLEP Board of its 

outline and then full business cases.  Any consultation exercise required will depend on the nature of 

the project and what is required by statute or the funding authority and will have been undertaken, if 

required, before the Board gives its final endorsement. 
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Questions for SWELP from Patrick Kinnersly, White Horse Alliance 

For 20 September 2017 

 

Question One 

A350 Yarnbrook-West Ashton relief road 

In view of the fact that the road will have to be raised to allow for the construction of bat 

underpasses and the developer’s estimate that the extra work will cost £4m, please explain 

how this additional cost will be funded.  Will the money be provided by the LEP, the 

developer or Wiltshire Council?  Whoever provides the extra funding, what effect will the 

extra cost of the road have on its value-for-money assessment?  Has the LEP received any 

indication that the DfT will still accept the Business Case for this project?  

 

Response 

The ecological mitigation measures identified have resulted in a requirement to re-design aspects of 

the proposed Yarnbrook West Ashton Relief Road, which has impacted on the overall cost of the 

scheme.  These costs are currently being determined and Wiltshire Council is in discussion with the 

developer regarding how these required funds will be provided.  In accordance with the SWLEP 

Assurance Framework, the scheme will produce a full business case which will provide further 

information on value for money.  Once produced, this full business case will be assessed by an 

appointed Independent Technical Advisor (ITA) and then presented to the SWLEP Board.  There is no 
requirement to present the business case to the DfT. 
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